
This is Why Liquid Chalk is Better than Chalk
5 Reasons Why Liquid Chalk is Better
Thank Chalk.

MINNEAPOLIS, MN, UNITED STATES,
July 27, 2015 /EINPresswire.com/ -- After
more than two centuries of existence,
chalk has finally met its match, following
the recent introduction of the
revolutionary liquid markers. For those
who are on the fence about these new
writing tools, here are five reasons why
chalk markers are the best thing since
sliced bread.

1. Erasable
Marks made by the typical chalk are
require tonne loads of elbow grease to
erase but marks made by chalk markers
are easily erasable. All that's needed is a
wet, damp cloth and any marks made are
erased just like magic. 

2. Works on all non-porous surfaces
The inflexibility of chalk is one of the reasons that's causing them to lose their appeal. Chalks can
only be used on chalkboards and concrete surfaces. Chalk markers are versatile and can be used on
any non-porous surface. So there's no need to bear the extra expense of getting a chalkboard.

3. Lasts Longer
Consistent use of a stick of chalk can last for about two days. Furthermore, there exists the strong
possibility that it may break- making it quite awkward to use. Chalk markers can last for weeks, even
months based on the frequency of use.

4. Dustfree
The dust free characteristic of chalk markers is probably its most valuable characteristic. Chalks are
well known for the dust particles that fly about when they are used. Studies have shown that the
inhalation of chalk dust could be harmful to persons prone to allergies and may cause lacrimation and
breathing troubles in the future. There's no such risk with chalk markers. They are even non-toxic
eliminating concerns about health hazards.

5. Richer Colors
Of course, chalks come in a variety of colours but the new chalk markers have the edge in that the
colors are far more vibrant. This makes them far more appealing to children and the vibrancy of the
colors will bring their creations to life.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00WRDE39C


Chalks pale in comparison to liquid chalk
markers. Liquid chalk markers are safer,
more fun to use, versatile and offers
greater value for money. Crafts for Kidz
offer one of the best selection of liquid
chalk markers on the market today. Their
chalk markers feature 8 vibrant colors
which are non-toxic and odorless. They
contain twice the ink of other liquid chalk
markers and lasts a lot longer.  For
further information or to purchase Craft 4
Kidz liquid chalk markers, visit:
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00WRDE39
C

Liquid chalk markers are
safer, more fun to use,
versatile and offers greater
value for money
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